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Foreword Eileen Claussen, President, Pew Center on Global Climate Change

The ultimate success and credibility of the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change, or any future climate agreement, will depend on whether most, if not all,

P a rties meet their greenhouse gas emission reduction commitments. A critical factor in achieving this goal

is having a system that is able to identify, sanction, and also deter non-compliance. Tr a d i t i o n a l l y, intern a-

tional agreements have had weak or ineffective compliance systems because of sovereignty concerns. There

a re, however, means outside the compliance regime of the Protocol to work toward similar outcomes. 

The Pew Center has commissioned this re p o rt to provide insights on several factors that are often

overlooked in the debate on compliance: the role of national compliance systems; national and intern at i o n a l

monitoring and verification; and the willingness of Parties to participate in the climate change regime. T h e s e

t h ree factors can significantly contribute to achieving a meaningful and effective compliance system.

The re p o rt concludes that:

•  National compliance systems should be promoted as a means to ensure compliance with the 

Kyoto Protocol or any future climate change agreement and should seek to balance market-based

i n s t ruments with strong enforc e m e n t ;

•  National compliance with international climate change agreements must be verifiable to ensure

c re d i b i l i t y, and monitoring and verifying compliance with the Kyoto Protocol can benefit signifi-

cantly from integrating existing national compliance systems into the international system; and 

•  Broad participation in any climate change regime is as important as meeting the commitments 

of the agreements themselves; the Kyoto Mechanisms can play an important role in boosting both

p a rticipation and compliance. 

The importance of Parties actually complying with their targets cannot be overstated. While this

re p o rt outlines benefits from having flexibility and balance in compliance regimes, the damage from non-

compliance — even if later remedied — can be a loss of the trust and good faith that underpins intern at i o n a l

a g reements. We prefer the approach to compliance described in this re p o rt rather than ensuring complia n c e

by making the rules weaker.

The Pew Center and the authors appreciate the valuable input and thoughtful comments of Robert

N o rdhaus, Kyle Danish, Glenn Wi s e r, Alistair Lucas, and Thomas Husted. The authors would also like to

thank Gabriela Donini, Adriana Faria, Maria Junco, and Tricia Choe for their re s e a rch assistance. 
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E xecutive Summary

As Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change hammer out the details of Kyoto

P rotocol implementation, a central issue has been how to guarantee compliance with the commitments

being made to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Clearly, the promises of the Framework

Convention and the Protocol cannot produce desired results unless the pledges are met.

Yet meeting those pledges is a complex task because the economic and social behaviors that

drive anthropogenic GHG emissions occur across a broad array of sectors and reach almost every facet of

m o d e rn life. The ability to assure compliance with GHG emission reduction commitments is constrained

by the inherent nature of the commitments — focused on environmental results rather than observ a b l e

behaviors — and by the nature of multilateral environmental accords, where compliance is more often a

matter of will than compulsion.

Despite these constraints, pro g ress under multilateral climate change regimes re q u i res that 

emission reduction commitments be fully met, at a domestic level, by the broadest number of Parties. In

s h o rt, the success and credibility of the Kyoto Protocol, or any future climate accord, will depend upon

meaningful compliance. This re p o rt explores the importance of meaningful compliance in the context of

climate change and examines some of the principles and strategies that can help reach that goal.

Recognizing that the compliance regime under the Kyoto Protocol is still the subject of debate

and that rules and institutions are still being designed internationally and domestically, the re p o rt does

not speak expressly to this debate, nor offer guidance on underlying policies and measures to implement

the Protocol. It focuses instead on three compliance concerns that the authors believe are fundamental

to any meaningful regime and may have special priority for climate change. The re p o rt explores how

meaningful compliance can be advanced where :

•  National compliance systems a re promoted, consistent with domestic priorities and legal 

tradition, as a core strategy to meet international commitments;

•  Monitoring and verification a re made routine and credible through cooperative eff o rt and 

integration with national systems; and
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•  P a rt i c i p a t i o n in the Kyoto Protocol, and in eff o rts to meet broader climate change policy goals, 

is encouraged among the broadest possible range of states.

These factors may not be sufficient to guarantee the ultimate success of an international compli-

ance climate change framework but, the authors suggest, they are necessary to make any real pro g re s s .

Examining the first of these concerns, the re p o rt looks to compliance regimes that begin at home

— on the domestic policy front — albeit with cooperation and multilateral support where needed. The

authors reason that the role of states as regulators — translating their international climate change com-

mitments to domestic action — is critical. States are more capable than multilateral institutions of

adapting policy choices to their national needs and priorities, and better able to claim jurisdiction over

relevant entities where necessary to compel attention to those choices. Concerns about sovereignty that

complicate international compliance and limit international institutions can be minimized when compli-

ance eff o rts are undertaken in a national context under the rules of the prevailing legal system.

Examining relevant national models, the authors find that legal frameworks that balance supporti v e

and adaptive tools with corrective measures can promote compliance domestically. The re p o rt highlights

successful frameworks that have achieved this balance while establishing a re g u l a t o ry baseline of mini-

mum standards and giving compliance institutions the flexibility to obtain environmentally sound re s u l t s .

The re p o rt also examines how the choice of consequences other than penalties can be used to pro m o t e

compliance, and how the allocation of penalties, when collected, can be shaped to serve the objectives

of GHG emissions reductions more dire c t l y.

The authors review the role of voluntary compliance programs and conclude that they may be

i m p o rtant supplements to, but not substitutes for, enforceable targets and government oversight. They

also conclude that self-assessment and re p o rting can significantly increase cost-eff i c i e n c y, and that

incentives, including steps to minimize liability for self-re p o rted problems, might be useful in pro m o t i n g

a greater use of self-auditing pro g r a m s .

The authors also review the fundamental role that civil society can play in promoting eff e c t i v e

compliance at a national level, and explore how expanding this role through access to information, policy

f o rmulation, and compliance proceedings can help achieve GHG emissions reduction goals.

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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Taking their analysis of national strategies back into the context of the Framework Convention

and the Kyoto Protocol, the authors argue that monitoring and verifying compliance with climate change

commitments are critical to assuring the integration of climate commitments into national systems. Ye t

they note that such oversight will be uniquely challenging because emissions will be estimated, not

d i rectly measured, and because implementation strategies will vary gre a t l y.

In light of these challenges, the re p o rt outlines principles and strategies for effective monitoring

and verification and discusses their relevance in the climate change context. The re p o rt examines how

d i rect inspections and monitoring, transparency and openness, independent study and verification,

re d u n d a n c y, and false-re p o rting deterrence can serve as oversight tools, adding certainty and cre d i b i l i t y

to compliance assurance.

The authors also highlight reliance on international and regional cooperation — already at the heart

of the Framework Convention and the Kyoto Protocol — as a basis for collecting and verifying cre d ib l e

data. R e s e a rch, information exchange, data gathering, and scientific exchanges envisioned by the Part i e s

to promote the general goals of the accords can also be used to support perf o rmance monitoring and veri-

fication by building trust and allowing access to compliance data and perf o rmance issues on a re a l - t i m e

basis. This cooperative approach may also help uncover concerns before they lead to systemic failure s ,

and thus promote corrective action even as perf o rmance is monitore d .

The re p o rt explores the importance of using national compliance systems as data sources for

multilateral monitoring, and integrating the work of national agencies with international compliance and

verification institutions. The authors suggest that the international emissions re p o rting process will gain

c redibility where estimations are drawn as directly as possible from domestic systems rather than a sepa-

rate process designed solely for the purposes of the Kyoto Protocol. Efficiencies and accuracy can also 

be realized where domestic compliance institutions play a direct role as national focal points for GHG

emissions re p o rting and verification.

F i n a l l y, the authors examine an issue not always tied to the compliance debate — the question

of how to promote participation of Parties in the climate change regime. If meaningful compliance is to

achieve real environmental results, some attention must be paid to the number of countries actually will-

ing to pursue those results. This is particularly true of the Kyoto Protocol Annex B commitments, where

+
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success is defined as an aggregate average of emissions reductions. The Protocol, almost by 

definition, cannot be effective if only a handful of states accept and observe its conditions. In essence, 

a regime that promotes national participation as well as national perf o rmance can help assure the

P ro t o c o l ’s long-term success.

Thus, the authors examine how a climate change compliance regime might be designed to be

compelling to participants even as it compels perf o rmance. They suggest that nationally distinct compli-

ance systems, tied to an integrated and cooperative international monitoring eff o rt, can promote gre a t e r

p a rticipation of Parties in the climate change regime — through the Framework Convention, the Kyoto

P rotocol and beyond. 

In sum, the authors’ analysis of these three separate but related themes of national compliance

systems, monitoring and verification, and participation lead to the following principal findings:

1. Meaningful compliance with climate change commitments can best be achieved where pro m i s e s

made internationally are embraced domestically (promoting behavioral change within communi-

ties whose actions are most likely to achieve results), and where participation is maximized

a c ross the broadest possible range of states.

2. National compliance systems should be promoted as a core strategy for assuring compliance

with the international climate change regime because states are more capable of making policy

choices suited to their national needs and priorities, and better able to claim jurisdiction over

relevant entities where necessary to compel attention to those choices.

3. Effective national compliance systems tend to balance and combine market-based mechanisms

and incentives with re g u l a t o ry models suited to domestic priorities — emphasizing support i v e

and adaptive measures, but leading to corrective and punitive responses where necessary.

4. Monitoring and verifying compliance will be substantially aided by using the cooperative mecha-

nisms of the Framework Convention and the Kyoto Protocol in part to oversee and complement

national data gathering and emissions estimation, and by integrating existing national complia n c e

mechanisms and institutions into the international system.

5. Broad state participation in climate change regimes may be as important as national perf o r-

mance, and any meaningful compliance system should seek to encourage participation even as 

it discourages non-compliance.

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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I. Introduction

G over nments have begun to rise to the chal l enge of comb ating gl ob al

cl i m ate change throu gh two central agre ements desi gned to re duce gre enh ouse

g as (GHG) em is si ons and se quest er carb on with out imp e ding econ omic grow th

or disrupting sust a i n able devel opment . The first of these, the Framework Convention on

Climate Change (Framework Convention), calls for study, pro g ressive action, and concerted eff o rt. More

c o n c rete steps would be taken under the more recent Kyoto Protocol to the Convention, where specific

numeric targets are set for most industrialized nations.

Yet, when examining commitments made under the Framework Convention, the Protocol, or 

some future agreement, decision-makers must ask a fundamental question: How to assure that these

commitments are fully met, at the domestic level, by the broadest number of Parties? In short, how 

can meaningful compliance with climate change commitments be obtained?

A. The Idea of Meaningful Compliance

S ome auth ors desc r ibe a difference bet we en basic compl i a n c e, or techn i c al

c onfor m i ty with an est abl ished re gul at ory st an d ard , and effe c t ive compl ia n c e,

or behav i oral change that me ets both the let t er and sp irit of a rul e.1 The idea of

meaningful compliance borrows to some extent from each of these models to suggest that the positive

e n v i ronmental results sought by the evolving international climate change regime — reduced global GHG

emissions — will be best achieved where promises made internationally are embraced domestically and

w h e re participation in the regime is maximized across the broadest possible range of states.

By looking to domestic application, meaningful compliance is not meant to address domestic

policy instruments (sometimes re f e rred to as “policies and measures” or PAMs), but rather focuses on t h e

mechanisms for securing compliance with those instruments. Put another way, it is less concerned with

the specific behaviors that states will ask of their citizens than the means by which they will ask and the

methods they will use to obtain an appropriate response. This focus on domestic compliance re c o g n i z e s
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that the state is better suited than any international instrument or institution to promote compliance by

domestic re g u l a t o ry targets. The perf o rmance of state compliance systems, in turn, can be assure d

t h rough international monitoring and verification.

B road participation in the international climate regime is also critical to achieving meaningful

compliance, although it is not often identified as a compliance issue per se. While some countries re p re-

sent a larger share of emissions, solutions limited to a small group of states would be inequitable as well

as impractical. The Framework Convention recognizes that the responsibility for addressing climate c h a n g e

is common but diff e rentiated and that, in an increasingly diverse and global economy, reductions in GHG

emissions in one country could be easily countered by increases in another. Thus, meaningful compliance

will depend on the willingness of a broad range of states to make emissions reduction pledges even as it

depends on those pledges being translated to domestic action. 

S t ructuring meaningful compliance policies is a daunting task that will no doubt re q u i re Part i e s

to develop and adjust strategies for many years to come. Fort u n a t e l y, work has already begun at the inter-

national level through the Climate Change Secretariat and the negotiating group on compliance (under

the Conference of the Parties), and at the national level within environmental institutions in a number of

countries. 

This re p o rt cannot possibly re v i e w, much less meaningfully examine, the range of eff o rts that are

ongoing, nor effectively provide comprehensive guidance for achieving meaningful compliance in the

sense described above.2 Instead, the authors examine three key issues that must be addressed to assure

p ro g ress, finding that meaningful compliance can be advanced where :

•  National compliance systems a re promoted, consistent with domestic priorities and legal tradit i o n ,

as a core strategy to meet international commitments;

•  Monitoring and verification a re made routine and credible through cooperative eff o rt and 

integration with national systems; and

•  Participation in the Kyoto Pro t o c o l , and in eff o rts to meet broader climate change policy goals, 

is encouraged among the broadest possible range of Part i e s .

These three elements are not sufficient to guarantee the success of the Framework Convention or

the Kyoto Protocol, yet they are necessary (at a minimum) to assure that pro g ress is made. 

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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B. Existing Climate Change Commitments

T he Framew ork Convent i on prom o t es the devel opment of cl i m at e

change pol i cy at a nat i on al level , but leaves the det a ils to be det er m i ned on

the basis of nat i on al int erests and pr i or i t i es. The Kyoto Protocol, by contrast, sets

numeric targets for most developed countries, listed in Annex B to the Pro t o c o l .

The Framework Convention contains a basic re q u i rement that all Parties estimate emissions and

re p o rt them through periodic emissions inventories that form part of “national communications.” 3 T h e

P rotocol goes further and re q u i res that Annex I Parties conduct an annual inventory of GHG emissions

and incorporate “necessary supplementary information” to ensure compliance in their annual inventories

and national communications.4 The re p o rts are to be assessed by expert review teams, and compliance

questions re p o rted to the Conference of the Parties (COP).5 While details of the process are still being

outlined, any consequences resulting from a finding of non-compliance will be determined through pro c e-

d u res to be approved by the COP serving as the meeting of the parties to the Pro t o c o l .6

Neither the Framework Convention nor the Kyoto Protocol mandate specific domestic policies 

to assure compliance, but international support and cooperation for domestic programs is contemplated.

Summaries of compliance-relevant provisions of the Convention and Protocol are provided in Appendix A

to this re p o rt .

C. Compliance Models

L e g al tools to promote compl i ance tend to fall al ong a cont i nuum that

c an be desc r ibed as ran ging from more econ omic or market- or i ented appro a ches

to more re gul at ory or pun i t ive appro a ches. One can also describe a continuum in terms 

of  “soft” versus “hard” approaches, re f e rring to the level of coercion threatened to promote compliance.

Chayes and Chayes (1995) have also described a “managerial model” of cooperation and pro b l e m - s o l v i n g

versus an “enforcement model” that threatens sanctions in instances of non-compliance.7 This may be

generally seen as a soft versus hard distinction, although the “softer” approaches in the Chayes model

a re combined with intervention rather than simply a lighter sanction. 

These models do not necessarily operate in tandem, as tools may be more or less coercive within

either the market or re g u l a t o ry paradigms. For example, a re g u l a t o ry discharge limit can be pro m o t e d

t h rough economic tools such as accelerated depreciation on control technology, and still enforc e d

+

+
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through substantial penalties where the limit is not attained. Yet there does tend to be a coincidence

among economic, managerial, and softer approaches on one hand and among regulatory, enforcement,

and harder models on the other, and it is useful to view them as related tools along a continuum. The

models can be represented by the diagram in Figure 1.

This diagram is not meant to suggest that compliance practices are linear or exclusive, as many

policies do not neatly fit into one or another side of this continuum, and compliance tools are rarely used

in isolation. For example, there is nothing inherent in market approaches that would prohibit the imposition

of substantial penalties, and no reason why more regulatory models cannot integrate soft components. Thus,

while the continuum describes approaches that are often segregated as a matter of regulatory philosophy,

these styles are also used in combination, both in the manner in which standards are set, and in the type

of actions taken to enforce compliance with those standards.8

It should also be noted, as the diagram highlights, that the dichotomy between softer and harder

models can be used to describe implementation policies (termed “legal instruments” in the diagram) as

well as compliance, or response, options. While the former are outside the scope of this paper, there are

times when the two cannot be segregated. For example, in the discussion that follows regarding balanc-

ing soft and hard approaches at the national level, this balance is sometimes achieved by using imple-

mentation policies on the softer side of the range while threatening harder compliance responses where

those policies do not achieve results.

Promoting  meaningful compliance

Economic Approach Regulatory Approach

Managerial Model Enforcement Model

Softer Harder

Types of Legal Instruments

Subsidies Incentives Permits Charges Outcome-Based Process/
Standards Technology- 

Based Standards

Response Options

Supportive Adaptive Corrective Punitive

Figure 1

Compliance Continuum
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II. National Compliance Systems

A. The Role of National Systems

Hum an - i n duced gre enh ouse gas em is si ons and carb on se questrat i on

are dr iven by public and pr iv ate se c t or behav i or that occurs within an d

a c ross nat i on al boun d ar i es. This broad, complex array of economic and social conduct is, in

many ways, beyond the practical reach of international law or international institutions. Thus, unlike

a g reements that promise arms control or compromise territorial disputes, climate change compliance d o e s

not rely principally on the behavior of the sovereign. Rather, the key to state climate change compliance

(as with many multilateral environmental agreements) is how effectively the sovereign translates its duty

to its citizens.

Once translated through national policies and measures, the obligations must be met within a

domestic context. The role of states as regulators, more than merely regulated, is thus critical in achievi n g

meaningful compliance with international climate change commitments. Through effective national 

compliance policies, states can assure that GHG emission goals are met, and in turn secure their own

compliance with commitments of the Framework Convention and the Pro t o c o l .

This prominence of national systems has certain advantages. National governments acting within

relevant economic, political, and legal contexts can take more targeted steps to address climate change

c o n c e rns — even where some degree of international cooperation is beneficial. National compliance polic i e s

can be fit to national needs, consistent with legal tradition and cultural norm s .

As a practical matter, states can also target specific behaviors more effectively than any intern a-

tional regime or institution. While the Framework Convention and Kyoto Protocol focus necessarily on

e n v i ronmental consequences (GHG emissions), national governments can deal more directly with the

behavior that leads to these consequences. This focus on conduct provides a much more tangible targ e t

for national compliance eff o rts. States can choose policies and measures with which they are comfort a b l e

(and which they deem adequate to meet reduction commitments), and then act to ensure compliance

with their choices at a domestic level. 

+
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It should be noted that this re p o rt does not address which domestic policies and measure s

( PAMs) should be implemented, but instead focuses on the need to assure compliance with those PA M s

once they are established. The authors recognize that even perfect compliance with inadequate PA M s

would not be meaningful, but the question of how Parties should best implement the Kyoto Protocol is

beyond the scope of this re p o rt .

States exercising their sovereignty are also, by definition, more capable of claiming jurisdiction

over relevant entities where necessary to compel attention to policy choices. Political theories abound

about whether, how, and when states may compel or cajole each other into participating in a regime and

keeping their promises once made. But the sovereign can act less on theory and more as a matter of 

re g u l a t o ry right when it operates in its own domestic system. While modern national constitutions and

c h a rters almost always constrain the exercise of sovereign will (along with political, economic, and cul-

tural factors), the state’s pre rogative within its boundaries is far better defined and far more capable 

of concrete application. In addition, concerns about territorial sovereignty that may hamper intern a t i o n a l

verification pro c e d u res and limit the reach of international officials can be minimized when compliance

e ff o rts are undertaken in a national context under the rules of the prevailing legal system.

This does not deny that states must look to their own conduct to reduce GHG emissions. States

influence GHG emission rates both by their policies as well as their practices. Depending on the degre e

to which states own or control key industries, the sovere i g n ’s behavior will be a greater or lesser compo-

nent of a national implementation strategy, and there f o re a greater or lesser target of compliance eff o rt s .

But even where enterprises are wholly or partly state-owned, the state itself is better positioned to prom o t e

compliance with environmental norms than are its neighbors. 

At the root of any compliance system is the ability to secure a desired behavioral response fro m

the re g u l a t o ry target — either through compulsion or inducement. National governments may simply be

better positioned to mete out the inevitable re w a rds and punishments of compliance policy because they

a re more likely to have clear jurisdiction over the enterprises whose behavior is at issue. More o v e r, on a

practical level, states can act domestically in a manner that is more politically palatable, and possibly

m o re equitable, than an international treaty institution, no matter how well conceived or well managed

that institution may be.

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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B. National Regulatory Styles

W hile most countr i es use tools that argu ably fall at many points al on g

the cont i nuum desc r ibed ab ove, some tend to emphasi ze one end of the model

over the other. This choice of re w a rd and punishment — the decision to rely on the “carrot” or the “stick”

to assure perf o rmance — is a political and philosophical decision that varies within and among states.

The U.S. federal re g u l a t o ry style, for example, has been described as a hard e r, “command and

c o n t rol” model, characterized by the tendency to set numeric re q u i rements for the regulated community

and to punish those who fail to meet the targets through penalties and injunctive orders. Most enviro n-

mental standards in the United States are set in a formal process of public notice and comment. While

p rocedural safeguards assure that agencies take account of input, the process is not typically marked by

dialog, nor could it be described as a deliberate partnership between regulator and regulated. This

a p p roach is also reflected in the nature of the standards issued — which tend to be numeric emissions

regulations or technology mandates on set timetables, rather than emissions goals combined with more

flexible, management-oriented re q u i rements. It is evident as well in the nature of enforcement re s p o n s e s ,

which can be highly legalistic processes that result in escalating fines and penalties. Even re c o rd -

keeping violations, under some regimes, can result in penalty assessments of up to $50,000 per day 

or imprisonment.9

It should be noted that this image of the U.S. approach is changing, and there is a trend toward

g reater consultation and flexibility in both rulemaking and enforcement. Indeed, the United States has

p i o n e e red some of the more innovative compliance models that rely on flexibility, innovation, and the

marketplace. Yet the backbone of the U.S. compliance system remains essentially intact, even while flex-

ibility is gaining ground as part of the core re g u l a t o ry philosophy.

In Great Britain, by contrast, the government has developed a more collaborative model of re l a-

tions between regulator and regulated. In a comparative study of national styles of regulation, David

Vogel has described the model:

[P]olicy makers in Britain work closely with the industries whose conduct they are

responsible for supervising. They rely heavily on their expertise and advice, generally

s e c u re their consent before formulating changes in policies, and whenever possible 

rely on them to implement the rules and regulations that are then adopted.1 0

+
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Vogel analyzed environmental perf o rmance under the U.S. and British models, and concluded

that the results achieved, despite stylistic diff e rences, were comparable.

In the Netherlands, a similar cooperative approach is taken. Under the 1989 National E n v i ro n m e n t a l

Policy Plan, the Dutch government identifies “industrial target policy groups,” which re p resent branches

of industry with common characteristics (metal finishing, food processing, etc.), and then negotiates with

them to determine targets for emissions reductions. The reductions are committed to a q u a s i - c o n t r a c t u a l

document called an “integrated environmental target” that is signed by government and industry re p re s e n-

tatives. Industry environmental targets are then incorporated in environmental licenses for individual

facilities within target policy groups and become legally binding on facility operators.1 1

C. National Compliance Strategies

Al th ou gh nat i on al re gul at ory styl es vary widely, there are comm on

c ompl i ance strat e gi es that influence the suc c ess of nat i on al env ironment al

p ol i c i es. These strategies may, in turn, bear on the success of any national climate change strategy.

Balancing Soft and Hard Appro a c h e s

T h e re is increasing interest in diversifying, even balancing, softer and harder approaches to envi-

ronmental regulation. The trend is evident in the United States, where the traditional, more punitive

a p p roach was highlighted by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Assistant Administrator James

S t rock in a 1990 speech to an international enforcement conference. He cited “vigorous enviro n m e n t a l

e n f o rcement” as a central U.S. concern ,1 2 and stressed “a common commitment to protect the public

health and environment of our peoples, and to do so through vigorous adherence to environmental laws.

Without enforcement, environmental laws would be little more than wish lists…”1 3

Less than a decade later, at a 1998 meeting of the same group, a new EPA Administrator, Caro l

B ro w n e r, also highlighted enforcement as a tool to meet environmental challenges — but she provided a

new context that emphasized softer elements of compliance. “[The Administration] believes that we can

meet all these [environmental] challenges if we keep a few principles in mind: building strong part n e rs h i p s ,

finding common-sense, cost-effective strategies, ensuring a healthy economy and a healthy enviro n m e n t

— and providing tough enforcement of our nation’s environmental laws.”1 4

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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This apparent shift in emphasis toward a more balanced approach is also evident in the agenda

of the enforcement conferences at which Strock and Browner spoke. In 1990, the 20-country meeting

was titled an “International Enforcement Workshop,” with discussions and themes centered on re g u l a t o ry

policing activities. By 1998, re p resentatives from more than 100 countries attended the meeting, by now

re f e rred to as the Fifth International Conference on Environmental Compliance and Enforcement, and f e a-

turing new sessions entitled “Compliance Assistance Programs and Information Outreach…,” “ S t ru c t u r i n g

Incentives for Private Sector Compliance,” and “Source Self-Compliance Monitoring Requirements,” as

well as an entire theme entitled “Carrots and Sticks.” The thematic expansion arguably reflects a philo-

sophical shift among the compliance officers who plan, chair, and attend the meetings.

An increased emphasis on balance may be critical in climate change. The regulation of GHG-

p roducing activities will have a potentially deep economic impact, which may be ameliorated by softer

a p p roaches, including incentives or market-based mechanisms. 

Embracing more market-oriented compliance models may reduce concerns about the social and

economic effects of climate change policy because they are potentially more cost-effective and because t h e

b u rden of compliance may be distributed by the market or offset by gains. Furt h e rm o re, a pure command

and control model that simply passes the burden of meeting international commitments to the private s e c-

tor on a rigid timetable with threats of sanction may be less workable both economically and politically.

This balance can be achieved through implementation policies and measures, through compli-

ance instruments, or a combination of the two. While this re p o rt focuses on the latter, it is important to

bear in mind that enforcement programs are closely tied to the policies and measures with which compli-

ance is sought. Often in achieving a balance, the line between implementation policy and enforc e m e n t

mechanism is blurred. A govern m e n t ’s overall compliance assurance strategy can integrate and combine

policies and mechanisms as needed to achieve desired results. It should also be noted that the authors’

use of the term “balance” does not imply any specific equivalency in the use of soft or hard appro a c h e s ,

but rather the need to achieve a sort of equilibrium appropriate to circumstances and priorities, where

f o rces and influences balance each other.

One example of a balanced approach is the United States’ Acid Rain Program, designed to

reduce the amounts of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (NOx) emissions. It effectively combines

+

+
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command and control regulations in the form of hard emissions caps (setting the number of allowances

to be issued to reach emission goals) with softer approaches, allowing point sources to select their own

abatement methods and to integrate a trading program. In the case of SO2 emissions, re g u l a t o ry targ e t s

can make reductions by using cleaner fuel or by switching energy production from dirtier units to cleaner

units. Market-oriented allowance trading is a primary system for reducing SO2.

While the program gives considerable flexibility to units to achieve the program reductions, they

also impose sanctions for non-compliance. Participants must pay a penalty of $2,000 (adjusted for infla-

tion) per excess ton of SO2 emitted. Non-compliant units must also offset the excess emissions with

allowances. If these allowances are not available, then the participant must provide a plan to the EPA

that describes how it will cut back emissions. The program has achieved meaningful compliance thro u g h

an effective balance of hard and soft methods. In 1996, all of the units that were covered by SO2 re g u l a-

tions in the first phase of the Acid Rain Program successfully met and exceeded their emissions goals.

A g g regate SO2 emissions were 35 percent below the allowable level in 1990.1 5

Establishing a Regulatory Baseline

Efforts to balance compliance assurance strategies should not diminish the importance of minimum

p e rf o rmance standards in national compliance programs. Baseline or minimum perf o rmance standards 

can serve as a floor below which the re g u l a t o ry community is not permitted to go. Clearly established 

and enforced basic norms provide a baseline for perf o rmance against which voluntary programs can be

m e as u red, and from which more flexible, market-oriented programs can be promoted. 

This principle is illustrated in the implementation of the Environmental Protection Act and 

Federal Fisheries Act by Environment Canada’s western regional office. A 1999 re p o rt by the Acting

Head of Inspections for Environment Canada’s Pacific and Yukon Region traced the govern m e n t ’s phased

a p p roach to implementing water discharge regulations in the wood pre s e rvation industry and found that

self-inspection and voluntary compliance alone produced minimal compliance.1 6 Between 1983 and

1986, Canada allowed voluntary implementation of a code of practice for the discharge of chloro p h e n-

ates, whereby the mills was allowed to self-inspect. The decrease in toxic discharges during this period

was “negligible.” In a series of increasingly formal steps, Environment Canada strengthened its inspec-

tion protocol, instituted government inspections, and in 1989, began targeting the “worst offenders” in 

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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a “Strategic Enforcement Initiative.” In

1991, provincial and federal authorities

cooperated to enact a regulation man-

dating specific operating practices and

to implement a comprehensive inspec-

tion and sampling program. The results

of these efforts showed a dramatic

reduction in toxic discharges in the

year following the new regulation, with

a 99 percent drop in toxic discharges.

(See Figure 2.)

The importance of enforceable

baseline performance standards in

Canada was also highlighted in a 1996

KPMG Environmental Risk Management survey of many of Canada’s largest companies, hospitals, 

universities, and school boards.17 The survey revealed that the principal factors motivating environmental

improvements were regulatory and that voluntary or market factors alone were less significant. The

findings are outlined in Table 1.

These findings do not suggest that

voluntary programs lack value. Rather,

they suggest that softer approaches may

supplement a baseline program of compli-

ance inspection and enforcement.

Compliance Flexibility

Compliance flexibility allows the

government to administer compliance

mechanisms as appropriate (or the regulatory target to take approaches best suited to its capacity) to

achieve maximum compliance. It can be promoted through a system that allows choice among soft and

Promoting  meaningful compliance
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Table 1

KPMG Environmental    Risk Management
Survey Results

Percent
Behavioral Driver Identifying Driver as Important

Compliance with Regulations >90%

Board of Director Liability >70%

Employees >60%

Voluntary Programs 15% - 20%

Interests Groups 10% - 12%

Trade Considerations <10%

Source: KPMG Environment Risk Management Survey from Peter K. Krahn, 1998.
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h a rd approaches, or one that allows the imposition, granting, or withholding of re w a rds or sanctions as

c i rcumstances warr a n t .

The U.S. Acid Rain Program described above not only combines market and re g u l a t o ry

a p p roaches, but also aff o rds the re g u l a t o ry target some flexibility in deciding how to meet goals by the

most economically efficient path. Governments also have built flexibility into enforcement responses —

again as a means to promote efficiency and maximize environmental benefits. A flexible enforc e m e n t

response re q u i res some innovation in design (which will tend to occur on a case-by-case basis), and it

may include any of the following components:

•  Compliance schedules granting additional time to meet re q u i re m e n t s ;

•  Audit programs to confirm the causal root of compliance failure s ;

•  Technical assistance that may be funded by the violator;

•  Enhanced management plans, designed to minimize the possibility of future violations;

•  Increased monitoring and re p o rting obligations;

•  Technology investments, where the root cause of the violation can be addressed thro u g h

upgrades or re t rofitting; and

•  Penalties in addition to “self-improvement” investments.

Special rules for medium and small enterprises may also be important to allow a flexible

a p p roach where individual enterprise emissions are relatively low (but cumulatively important). These

rules can take the form of:

•  De minimis exceptions that reduce or eliminate re g u l a t o ry burdens on smaller companies 

( m e a s u red in terms of employees, annual profits, competitive position, etc.);

•  Technical assistance programs, offering direct technical support or fiscal incentives to hire 

outside expert i s e ;

•  Burden-sharing programs, that promote eff o rts by small enterprises to pool re s o u rces, technology,

or expertise to meet compliance mandates; and

•  Financial assistance programs that provide grants, loans, or fiscal incentives to help meet 

compliance goals.

P romoting  meaningful compliance
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Although flexible rules can offer advantages, they may also produce drawbacks. Some governm e n t s

may not choose flexibility where automatic penalties or response protocols are seen as more pre d i c t a b l e

or less burdensome to administer. In cases where violations follow a predictable pattern, and mitigating

c i rcumstances or defenses are likely to be inconsequential, a government may p re f e r a regime of autom a t i c

p rotocols and penalties. Some compliance issues may be so predictable that a “parking ticket” appro a c h

can be taken, wherein penalties are issued and paid with no judicial process and with little transaction

cost to the government or the re g u l a t o ry target. These pro c e d u res usually grant a right to a more in-depth

p rocess or appeal where special circumstances arise.

Another potential concern over enforcement flexibility is that it may raise perceptions of inequity

w h e re solutions are crafted separately for individual companies. There may also be a risk of real or per-

ceived corruption where officials are in a position to reduce penalties at their discretion. These concern s

can be countered by drawing clear guidelines within which compromises are stru c t u red, providing over-

sight through a committee or office responsible for managing compliance (but removed from direct nego-

tiations), and assuring transparency both in the guidelines that will be followed and in publishing the

results of compliance actions.

Non-Compliance Consequences

The consequences of non-compliance, sometimes re f e rred to as the legal remedy or recourse, are

an important tool at a national level because they establish the real cost that will be borne in cases of

non-compliance. In the familiar metaphor of the “carrot and stick,” consequences are the stick.

Consequences can be adjusted by national authorities to increase the economic or social burd e n

of non-compliance, and thus serve as a type of incentive to comply. They can also take the form of re p a-

ration, abatement, or remediation re q u i rements, and thus add inconvenience and a technical burden to

non-compliance (and not coincidentally, ease or remove that burden from the government). Remedial

o rders also have the advantage of directly repairing or protecting the environment — a result that mone-

t a ry penalties alone cannot always assure. Remedial eff o rts may also include re q u i red training for re l e-

vant personnel and mandated technology investments, where appropriate, as an addition to or substitute

for monetary penalties.

+
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A frequent goal in setting an appropriate consequence is to promote equity and a “level playing

field” within the regulated community — assuring that those enterprises complying with the law are not

put at a competitive disadvantage to those who fail or refuse to comply. This goal can be met by adjust-

ing penalty payments to remove any possible economic benefit gained from non-compliance (e.g., the

avoided cost of technology or process changes).

Equity may also favor a graduated scale, where unintentional conduct is punished less severe l y

than intentional actions. Repeat offenders, or those acting in reckless disre g a rd of applicable norms, may

be punished more severe l y. Consequences may also include penalties to serve as punishment or deter-

rence of future non-compliance, either by the party at issue or others subject to the same rules. These

objectives are sometimes achieved in environmental cases by imprisoning individuals where evidence

shows that they are personally culpable and the violation is egre g i o u s .

Penalty Allocation

In instances where national compliance systems provide for fines and penalties, some attention

should be paid to how those penalties are applied. Often, they are simply treated as a source of re v e n u e

and devolve into a national tre a s u ry for general purposes. Those re s o u rces are no longer available to the

violator to improve environmental perf o rmance, nor to the relevant government agencies to finance re m e-

dial eff o rts or continued environmental vigilance. Cert a i n l y, a system that maximizes the total re s o u rc e s

available for environmental perf o rmance — in the hands of the government or the private sector —

should be viewed as a compliance advantage. More o v e r, where medium or small enterprises are re g u l a t o ry

t a rgets, or where important sectors may need special consideration,1 8 the argument for careful re s o u rc e

allocation is strengthened. Where GHG emission reduction is the ultimate objective, re s o u rces should be

maximized to achieve that objective in cases where specific re g u l a t o ry targets cannot aff o rd to both pay

penalties and apply re s o u rces to modify their processes or technologies to obtain desired re s u l t s .

A compliance system that applies penalty re s o u rces to abatement, remedial action, or enviro n-

mental improvements at the facility level (including management improvements) will serve that objective

m o re dire c t l y. This does not suggest that otherw i s e - a p p ropriate penalties should be reduced — cert a i n l y

not where reallocation may encourage a greater incidence of non-compliant behavior. Rather, it mere l y
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suggests that penalties may be re d i rected to serve the ends of the compliance program from which they

a rose where circumstances warr a n t .

Vo l u n t a ry Compliance

At the Fourth International Conference on Environmental Compliance and Enforcement, in a

workshop entitled “Promoting Vo l u n t a ry Compliance,” one of the participants, a senior enviro n m e n t a l

o fficer at a major international company (and one of only a handful of private sector re p resentatives 

p resent), opened the discussion with the statement that “[t]here is really no such thing as voluntary 

c o m p l i a n c e . ”1 9 The speaker explained that, if one is bound to comply, “by definition it isn’t voluntary. ”

T h e re was a brief silence, followed by general agre e m e n t .

But there was also a general understanding that voluntary compliance can be interpreted to

mean compliance with non-compulsory “guidelines,” or the implementation of enforceable mandates

without the need for direct government intervention — and there was agreement that systems should be

designed to promote this outcome. For example, many income tax systems, while compulsory, rely on 

taxpayers or employers to collect and send payments, and re q u i re taxpayers to file periodic re p o rts on

amounts still owed or due in refund. The systems are voluntary in that re g u l a t o ry targets manage their

own compliance by design (directly or by proxy). The government intervenes only to monitor or to investi-

gate instances of suspected mis-re p o rting or fraud. The point of promoting voluntary compliance thro u g h

systems such as this is to minimize government intervention and its attendant transaction costs.

The Fourth International Enforcement and Compliance workshop participants identified six 

factors that drive voluntary compliance:

1. Public opinion;

2. Global competitiveness;

3. Enforcement [as a deterre n t ] ;

4. Self-motivation and aware n e s s ;

5. Internal accounting systems capable of calculating the real costs of poor perf o rmance; and

6. Requirements of suppliers and buyers.2 0

+
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Each of these factors might come into play as a means to promote national GHG emissions

reductions through voluntary compliance systems. Because of the technical challenges to perf o rm a n c e

m e a s u rement, the breadth of human and industrial activities that drive GHG emissions, and the need to

p romote long-term, internalized behavior change, such voluntary programs may bring significant benefits.

Vo l u n t a ry programs may in some cases challenge the regulated community to adopt non-compuls o ry

guidelines or achieve perf o rmance that exceeds government mandates, and governments may play an a c t i v e

role in promoting these programs. The motivation for this additional eff o rt may be economic savings

re a lized through management, process, or technological efficiency (at the root of many clean pro d u c t i o n

p rograms), or competitive advantage gained by public perception of good corporate “citizenship,” ( i m p l i c i t

in some “green label” systems), or both (as with environmental management systems such as ISO 1 4 0 0 0 ) .

In other cases, there may be an implicit or explicit threat that more draconian measures will follow where

self-imposed programs fail to achieve positive re s u l t s .

Whatever the motivation, non-re g u l a t o ry programs should do more than create a public re l a t i o n s

façade that consumers and competitors will soon see through. An informal industry-NGO group in C a n a d a ,

the “New Directions Group,” has developed a set of criteria and principles to promote the adoption 

and implementation of these “Vo l u n t a ry and Non-Regulatory Initiatives” that emphasizes measurable

p e rf o rmance-based objectives and clarity re g a rding possible re w a rds and consequences.2 1 This emphasis

was also a key factor for success identified in a 1999 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) study on “Vo l u n t a ry Approaches for Environmental Policy. ”2 2

Self-Assessment and Report i n g

Compliance regimes that rely upon re g u l a t o ry targets to monitor and re p o rt their own perf o r-

mance are common in many countries. This approach allows for the collection of compliance data with-

out employing an army of technically trained officials to conduct re g u l a r, invasive inspections, and helps

reduce monitoring costs through internal (and potentially more efficient) programs. It also encourages the

regulated community to build a level of self-awareness that promotes preventive action and encourages

v o l u n t a ry compliance. Reporting often includes regular accounting of operational data and may include

notice of irregularities or violations. Governments rely on data review and periodic inspections to pro m o t e

re p o rting accuracy.
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Mexico implemented a self-monitoring and re p o rting program in 1995 described by one off i c i a l

as “the most important voluntary tool in [Mexico’s] National Environmental Policy. ”2 3 Under the auditing

p rogram, from June 1992 to June 1998, 970 public and private facilities conducted environmental a u d i t s ,

including some of the largest companies in Mexico: Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), Federal Electricity

Commission, National Railroads of Mexico, Nestlé Co., Ford Motor Co., General Motors, and Grupo C e m e n t o s

Mexicanos. Through June 1998, 487 companies had signed action plans to implement re c o m m e n d e d

e n v i ronmental improvements — in some cases going beyond the steps necessary for formal compliance.

M e x i c o ’s head of environmental auditing re p o rted in 1999 that these action plans cost an aggregate of

a p p roximately US$1.96 billion, largely to modify production processes and install environmental technolo g y.

These investments were made under a program that cost the government a relatively small sum of about

US$20 million to administer — a private-public investment ratio of roughly 94:1.2 4

National climate change regimes would certainly benefit from these self-re p o rting mechanisms.

The critical success factor will be to design re p o rting systems that encourage the regulated community to

go beyond merely aggregating and passing on data. Where possible, re g u l a t o ry targets should be encour-

aged to undertake periodic, in-depth GHG audits to identify management and process weaknesses, ineff i-

ciencies, and opportunities for improvement. Of course, there may be some reluctance to engage in this

type of exhaustive internal review if it may uncover violations or potential liability that would otherw i s e

remain unnoticed. (See Box 1.)  Most in the regulated community, however, will recognize the value of

uncovering systemic problems — particularly if the overall compliance regime is designed to encourage

and support positive change rather than punish mistakes. Governments might further encourage self-

re p o rting through access to compliance support programs, including technical cooperation funds, where

companies re p o rt problems and propose solutions.

+
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Institutional Competence and Coord i n a t i o n

The effectiveness of climate change compliance regimes at a national level will depend in gre a t

p a rt on the nature and effectiveness of the institutions that shape, manage, and implement policies.

Compliance institution functions vary from education, training, and technical support to evaluative and

punitive responsibilities (See Table 2), and one issue that must be addressed is whether to house these

functions in the same institution or separate ones. Many governments have found that segregating com-

pliance functions facilitates better oversight, allows for more targeted training, and clearly defines insti-

tutional missions. Separating supportive and punitive compliance functions, for example, may be d e s i r a b l e

since an institution that functions well in facilitating or offering cooperation may not be well suited to

act as re f e ree or arbiter in a dispute that re q u i res some level of due pro c e s s .2 5 On the other hand, there

may be an advantage to combining responsibilities in a single agency to assure consistency in pro g r a m

design and application, or to create a coordinating commission that may serve a similar function. 

A middle ground might be found in a hybrid approach — creating a single agency that can

a s s u re consistency and coordination, while clearly separating supportive and dispute resolution functions

within that agency. It would be critical to distinguish the two roles care f u l l y, however, to assure autonomy

and fairness in the branch charged with adjudicative and remedial functions.
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Where voluntary auditing may reveal compliance vio-

lations, there is an understandable reluctance to uncover,

much less re p o rt, the underlying facts. In some legal systems,

known violations (those that have been discovered by a

regulatory target) must be reported, and knowing violations

(those that are intentional) are more heavily sanctioned t h a n

cases of mere negligence, whether self-re p orted or not. This

can further reduce the desire to self-audit. Ignorance may

be rewarded because the law may look more favorably on

“innocent” mistakes of which operators were unaware.

One solution might be to define “innocent” errors to

exclude cases where reasonable self-audit procedures

would have uncovered a problem. Many laws are designed

to increase sanctions where a violator “knew or should

have known” of conditions that led to the violation. 

Another approach is to create a voluntary auditing 

or reporting privilege. This approach encourages internal

audits and transparent reporting by creating incentives for

self-identified, -reported, and -corrected problems. These

incentives could include reduced fines or penalties, grace

periods to correct problems uncovered through audits,

technical assistance programs, or other regulatory relief.

Box 1  

Voluntary Auditing and Reporting Privilege
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In terms of the continuum of soft to hard approaches (See Figure 1), the functions described in

Table 2 above tend to be either punitive or supportive, although some functions act as triggers for furt h e r

action — which can follow either model.

However a government decides to divide responsibilities, it is critical that institutional jurisdic-

tion, or “competence,” be defined carefully to assure that responsibilities are met by capable institu-

tions. Inconsistent jurisdictional lines and uncoordinated institutional responses can diminish the

e ffectiveness of compliance and enforcement programs. In Germ a n y, for example, a 1996 study on the

state of environmental law effectiveness by Gert rude Lubbe-Wo l ff found “[e]nforcement deficits… part i c-

ularly in areas where administrative agencies take actions on their own initiative (monitoring, superv i s i o n ,

i n s p e c t i o n ) . ”2 6 In the area of climate change, where implementation policies may range across a number 

of sectors and institutions, coordination may be especially critical.

+
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Table 2

Compliance Institution Fu n c t i on s

Function Model Description

Policy-Making Trigger Compliance considerations must be taken into account in policy formulation  

to assure that rules can be met, measured, and enforced.

Awareness Building Supportive Awareness building is critical to educate potential regulatory targets and 

other interested Parties, and maximize compliance.

Training and Education Supportive Efforts to make regulatory targets, and the broader community, aware of 

applicable norms can increase voluntary compliance.

Technical Support Supportive Technical support to regulatory targets can serve to maximize compliance and 

may be particularly important to enterprises that lack internal expertise.

Research and Study Supportive Compliance institutions should continue to build their own expertise even 

as they offer support to the regulatory community.

Monitoring and Inspection Trigger These core compliance assurance activities include record reviews, 

interviews, on-site inspections, and feedback.

Remedial Support Supportive Technical compliance support keyed to specific industries, companies, or facilities

where non-compliance has occurred, or is likely to occur, will minimize failures.

Remedial Order Punitive Where compliance failures are identified, a targeted response may be required 

of the company or facility in violation. This may be accompanied by additional 

supportive or punitive actions.

Prosecution Punitive Building and presenting a legal case where a violation has occurred that is 

not appropriately managed through supportive or remedial measures.

Adjudication Punitive The process of examining evidence, making determinations of non-compliance  

and ordering appropriate penalties, sanctions, or other relief.

Penal Punitive Where sanction or penalty has been ordered, compliance institutions must execute

that order by collecting penalties, monitoring remedial efforts, or other relief.

Program Evaluation Trigger Compliance institutions should have the capacity to evaluate their programs 

at every level internally (albeit transparently), with some degree of independence.
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Civil Society Part i c i p a t i o n

Civil society participation is an increasingly recognized element of a meaningful compliance

re g i m e .2 7 At the time the Framework Convention was signed, participants in the UN Conference on

E n v i ronment and Development also signed a declaration that aff i rmed the importance of public access 

to information, policy-making processes, and judicial pro c e s s e s .2 8 Since then, governments have taken

steps to engage citizens in the design and implementation of environmental norms — and to help pro-

mote compliance assurance — on an increasing basis.2 9

The key is to engage civil society in a useful and meaningful manner. Table 3 outlines some of

the ways in which the public might be integrated. All of these approaches have been put into practice by

g o v e rnments with some success in contexts that might be relevant for climate change.3 0 Tr a n s p a rency is

p romoted in the United States, for example, under the Clean Air Act, through the availability of public

re c o rds relating to regulations, implementation plans, and violations,31 and through public notice of pro-

posed enforcement settlements.3 2 Citizens are also given the right to monitor and enforce standards in

some circumstances, by acting as “private attorneys general” under the U.S. Clean Water Act. Citizens

may bring claims in federal courts under the Act:

(1) against any person…who is alleged to be in violation of (A) an effluent standard or

limitation under [the law] or (B) an order issued by the [EPA] Administrator or a State

with respect to such standard or limitation, or 

(2) against the [EPA] Administrator where there is alleged a failure of the Administrator 

to perf o rm any act or duty under this chapter which is not discre t i o n a ry with the

A d m i n i s t r a t o r.3 3

While these provisions are subject to pro c e d u res and limitations that pre s e rve the govern m e n t ’s

p r i m a ry role in enforcement, they have proven to be a powerful tool for integrating citizens into the

c o mpliance pro c e s s .

Of course, the United States is not alone in its use of legal tools to integrate citizens into envi-

ronmental compliance processes. Mechanisms in other countries (both Annex I and non-Annex I Part i e s )

range from public access to compliance re c o rds and administrative hearings to constitutional actions in

instances where environmental rights are sufficiently thre a t e n e d .
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Many of these legal mechanisms are directly promoted in the 1998 European Convention on

Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Enviro n m e n t a l

Matters (Aarhus Convention), and the 1999 Inter-American Strategy for the Promotion of Public

P a rticipation in Decision-making for Sustainable Development.3 4

Expanding Traditional Regulatory Ta rg e t s

Climate change compliance is complicated by the fact that the behavior that drives climate

change is individual as well as institutional. In some cases, climate policies may target individuals as

consumers (through, for example, product pre f e rences), or individuals as decision-makers who elect

w h e re to live, how to commute, and whether to recycle, among other things. 

G o v e rnments that take this policy road may face difficult questions about how to promote com-

pliance at such a broad level. One approach may be to integrate sub-national governments into complia n c e

e ff o rts where appropriate. A number of countries already devolve to local or provincial governments the

authority to manage environmental compliance even where goals and standards are set nationally. While

the re g u l a t o ry targets in these cases tend to be institutional, decentralized compliance authority may be

adaptable to policies that target individual compliance.

+

+
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Table 3

Public Participation in Climate Cha n ge Pol i cy Formul a t i on and Impl em ent a t i on

Participation Type Climate Change Relevance

Awareness/Transparency Public awareness can increase compliance through greater understanding of applicable 

norms, and can be promoted through media campaigns, open meetings, and making 

compliance-relevant documents available where possible.

Policy-Making The process of policy design can benefit in many cases from citizen input, including 

through public hearings, notice and comment rulemaking, open meetings, and other 

consultative processes.

Monitoring and Verification Citizen monitoring can increase efficiencies by reducing burden on governments otherwise

charged with data collecting, and can include rules that specifically grant citizens standing 

to participate in certain proceedings, or allow the introduction in evidence of data gathered 

by non-governmental sources.

Citizen Suits Citizens may be given the right to seek relief for environmental threats or injuries, either 

on their own behalf or acting in the broader public interest. They may also complement the 

role of government as prosecutor in some cases, under systems that allow citizen groups 

to file administrative or judicial complaints for violations of environmental laws.
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III. Monitoring and Ve r i f i c a t i o n

Nat i on al compl i ance with cl i m ate change comm i t ments , as with any

i nt er n at i on al comm i t ment , must be ver if i able to as sure cre dib il i ty — an d

a c c urate and timely data form the core of any ver if i c at i on syst em . An eff e c t i v e

oversight system will help assure that emissions reduction commitments are being embraced nationally,

and thus promote meaningful compliance. Yet GHG emissions cannot be directly measured on the scale

n e c e s s a ry to monitor compliance with a global system. Carbon emitted and sequestered must be estim a t e d ,

l a rgely indire c t l y, by pro x y.3 5

The Kyoto Protocol establishes a framework for emissions estimation and data re p o rting, under

A rticles 5, 7, and 8.3 6 This estimation and re p o rting process is central to confirming compliance with

Kyoto commitments and to identifying instances where Parties may need to take responsive action. B e c a u s e

the Protocol calls for Parties to incorporate the “necessary supplemental information” to ensure compli-

ance, the process can also support eff o rts to cure domestic compliance failures and adjust implementa-

tion strategies where needed.3 7

To meet these objectives, the re p o rts must be as accurate as possible despite the technical limi-

tations of data collection and measurement. The re p o rts will be crucial not only in confirming that P a rt i e s

have effectively translated their commitments to the domestic level, but also in assuring the credibility of

trading programs, setting realistic targets for future commitment periods, and designing strategies for

moving beyond the Protocol to future international agreements on climate change.

A. Challenges to Effective Monitoring and Verification

Mon i t oring and ver ifying compl i ance with cl i m ate change comm i t-

ments will be un i quely chal l en gi n g . As described above, the fact that emissions will be

e s t imated and not directly measured is the most critical challenge. A further complication is that i m p l e-

mentation strategies will vary gre a t l y, requiring a range of estimation techniques that will need to be

comparable to assure equity. Article 5 of the Protocol calls for national estimation systems using

+
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“agreed” estimation methods. But Parties may use other methodologies, subject to adjustments which

themselves must be made according to “agreed methodologies.” Given the range of implementation options

and the technical complexity of estimating the GHG values of these options, it is difficult to imagine that an

equitable comparison of national implementation approaches will be a simple arithmetic exercise.

In addition, climate change policies will largely be implemented domestically and will therefore

need to be measured for success within national borders. Even where GHG reduction credits are traded

internationally under the Kyoto Mechanisms, the underlying value of those credits may be influenced by

domestic action. Thus, the credits may themselves be readily tracked, but the underlying value of the

credits may defy easy monitoring.

In other international agreements, such as the Convention on International Trade in Endangered

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES),38 direct observation and measurement can occur at a point where

borders are crossed. But the “commodities” traded under the Protocol will be principally intangible rights

and credits. Even the most tangible commodity that will be subject to trading, property set aside for carbon

sequestration, will by definition never cross a border. Instead, emissions credits will be assigned to the

property under Articles 3.3 or 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol, based on its estimated value as a carbon stock, 

and those credits will be traded. Thus, apart from the technical challenges of emissions estimation, the

intangible nature of the commodities traded may defy straightforward approaches to data collection 

and verification.

Finally, all GHG 

reporting must pass through 

a process of expert review

designed to provide oversight 

of Kyoto Protocol performance

by Parties. (See Figure 3.)  

The procedural 

complexities of this process,

coupled with the technical

complexity of emissions 

Figure 3
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estimation, will complicate timely compliance verification. During a Climate Change Secretariat compli-

ance workshop, the S e c retariat provided a draft outline of the re p o rting and review process that showed

the process of verifying compliance with the Protocol taking as long as fifteen months after receipt of

c o u n t ry re p o rt s .3 9 Verification may be further delayed because compliance information is to be submitted

annually for each year of the commitment period as part of national communications under the F r a m e w o r k

Convention, and these submissions will take time to compile.4 0

B. Principles and Strategies for Effective Monitoring and Verification

Int er n at i on al agre ements empl oy a range of mon i t oring and ver if i c a-

t i on strat e gi es tail ored to the nat ure of comm i t ments embraced within the

a gre ement , the techn i c al el ements of the behav i or or resul ts being mon i t ore d ,

and the wil l i n gness of the par t i es to accept the varying levels of intrusi on

that mon i t oring of t en re qu ires. (See Table 4.)  A review of environmental and related agre e-

ments shows that the most common monitoring strategy relies on data collection and re p o rting by the

p a rties themselves, and on cooperative mechanisms for verification.
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Table 4

St rategic Appro a ches to    Monitoring and Ve r i f i c a t i o n

Approach Description

Report-based Compliance-relevant data is reported by parties periodically, often in an agreed format. Some 

joint or independent review may follow. This approach is envisioned in the Kyoto Protocol, Art. 7.

Notice-based Parties are required to give notice of actions taken under the agreement or compliance failures. 

Such notice may be in addition to regular reporting obligations. For example, in the Basel 

Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Waste and Their Disposal

(1989) (Art. 4 and 6), parties give notice of proposed waste transfers so they may be better

tracked by receiving states.

Observation-based Parties (or non-parties) may directly observe the compliance behavior of signatories and report

instances of alleged violation. The Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any Other Hostile 

Use of the Environmental Modification Techniques (ENMOD) (1976) Art. V, relies on this 

mechanism where, as a practical matter, self-reporting is unlikely to occur.

Citizen-based This approach is similar to observation-based monitoring, but citizens are enabled to notify 

the relevant tribunal of alleged non-compliance. For example, the North American Free Trade

Agreement, Environmental Side Agreement (1994) Art. 15, allows citizen groups from member 

states to submit concerns about certain compliance issues that the parties are unlikely to self-re p o rt .

Trace-based Where there is a tangible object of the agreement, compliance is monitored through a registration 

and accounting system that allows the object to be traced. The Convention on the International 

Trade in Endangered Species, for example, requires permits to be issued that accompany the

species being traded as a means to verify that their trade is lawful.

Cooperation-based This approach relies on mechanisms of cooperation and coordination (usually vaguely-defined) 

to assure the mutual exchange of information, including implicitly the monitoring of agreement  

compliance.41 Cooperation is a key feature of the Kyoto Protocol. Although not necessarily tied  

to compliance monitoring, it could serve that purpose.
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In the case of the Kyoto Protocol, effective monitoring and verification can benefit substantially

by adherence to several key principles and strategies: international cooperation, integration, transpare n c y

and openness, independent study and verification, re d u n d a n c y, and consequence-based deterrence. 

The Kyoto Protocol embraces many of these ideas, and the negotiating group on Articles 5, 7, and 8 has

integrated them further into the monitoring and verification system. But the manner of execution is criti-

cal and should itself be monitored to promote the long-term success and credibility of the Kyoto

P ro t o c o l ’s monitoring and verification pro c e s s .

I n t e rnational and Regional Cooperation

The Framework Convention and the Kyoto Protocol, consistent with many multilateral enviro n-

mental agreements, generally rely upon cooperation and self-re p o rting as monitoring mechanisms, with

verification under the Protocol the subject of expert review under Article 8. (See Appendix A.)  At some

level, this emphasis on cooperation can be seen as a verification tool. Joint re s e a rch, information e x c h a n g e ,

data gathering, and even scientific conferences may be a vital means of monitoring and verifying perf o r-

mance. This type of cooperation puts experts in touch on an informal and real-time basis, where conc e rn s

about data collection and accuracy, as well as methodologies and interpretations, are difficult to hide.

Regional eff o rts to combat marine pollution in the Mediterranean provide an example of a coop-

eration-based system that may be relevant for climate change. While some sources of marine pollution

can be monitored eff e c t i v e l y, there are more subtle influences, such as land-based sources, that emanate

f rom a range of conduct within national territories but have an impact outside the bord e r. As with climate

change, the consequences of these types of marine pollution are more easily measured than the conduct

that caused them.

To address this challenge, the regional Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean 

Sea Against Pollution relies heavily on a cooperative appro a c h .4 2 The Mediterranean Convention cre a t e d

“ c o m p l e m e n t a ry or joint programmes…for pollution monitoring” in the Mediterranean, and called for 

p a rties to designate “competent authorities for pollution monitoring within their national jurisdiction.”

This focus on monitoring both the sources and end-point of the pollution recognized the importance of

monitoring cause and not just effect. The Mediterranean Sea Convention also called for direct scientific

and technical cooperation, as well as cooperation “in the formulation and adoption of appropriate proced u re s

+
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for the determination of liability…” resulting from violations of the Convention.4 3 These approaches, in

combination, have promoted the success of the Convention. While more still needs to be done, eff o rts to

reverse the damage to the Mediterranean Sea have led to some notable pro g re s s ,44 and the cooperative

mechanisms established under the Convention have likely played a part. 

Cooperative compliance monitoring is also a hallmark of the Basel Convention on the Control of

Tr a n s b o u n d a ry Movement of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal,4 5 which calls upon parties to transmit

specific information on waste transfers, disposal, and accidents, as well as to exchange aggregate statist i c a l

i n f o rmation relevant to compliance with the Convention. While the Basel Convention deals with wastes t h a t

may be more discretely monitored than GHG emissions, some of its provisions may be used as models for

implementing the trading aspects of the Protocol, where discrete units will be defined and transferre d .

For example, Basel re q u i res that waste shipments be documented and that notice be provided from e x p o rt-

ing states to the intended destination.4 6 This process, coupled with annual re p o rts, provides a clear re c o rd

of transfers that could serve as a model for the re c o rd-keeping pro c e d u res that will be necessary under

the Kyoto Mechanisms.

National System Integration

The application of national data to verify compliance is a central feature of the Kyoto Pro t o c o l .

The primary source of compliance data will be annual inventories and national communications under

A rticle 7. Assigned emissions reduction amounts will be tracked for purposes of trading programs thro u g h

the use of national registries to be developed on the basis of these data. Thus, the successful integration

of national institutions and methodologies into the international monitoring and verification process is

critical. National compliance monitoring systems can be deliberately designed to meet intern a t i o n a l

re p o rting protocols, thereby avoiding duplication and promoting efficiency and accuracy.

The Basel Convention, discussed above, provides an example of integrated national and intern a-

tional compliance monitoring. Under Basel, a competent authority is designated by each party as a focal

point to receive notification of a hazardous waste transfer. This same authority may be granted jurisdic-

tion over the management or disposal of the waste within the national terr i t o ry, and can more re a d i l y

track and confirm disposition. The authority is thus in a position to offer or request technical assistance

re g a rding compliance, or to transmit the results of relevant experiences, technical pro g ress, or new findi n g s
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at the national level to international counterparts. Ultimately, this authority provides to the secret a r i a t

annual re p o rts that detail transfers of waste and a range of other compliance-relevant issues.4 7 A g a i n ,

this approach is consistent with the re q u i rements of the Kyoto Protocol, and some of the experience

gained implementing Basel may prove re l e v a n t .

D i rect Inspections and Monitoring

T h e re may be cases in which direct on-site or in-country verification by an international team

will be considered appropriate, as a type of spot-check to promote re p o rting accuracy where a party seeks

technical assistance, or where non-compliance has been re p o rted or is suspected. Because of the technic a l

complexity of verification issues, and concerns about national sovere i g n t y, systems designed under arm s

c o n t rol agreements may provide guidance in these circumstances. One such agreement, the C o m p re h e n s i v e

Nuclear Test Ban Tre a t y, has an extensive system of international monitoring. It includes sophisticated

technologies that allow direct “observation” from remote locations outside national terr i t o ry, consultation

and clarification, as well as on-site inspections and “confidence-building measure s . ”4 8 On-site inspec-

tions by pre - a p p roved experts are subject to pre requisites of notice, consultation, and clarification. They

a re also strictly limited to confirming or denying whether test explosions have occurred, and are to be

conducted in the “least intrusive means possible.”

S i m i l a r l y, the Landmine Convention allows “fact-finding missions” in the terr i t o ry of a signatory,

as a means to “clarify and seek to resolve questions relating to compliance” that may be raised by other

s i g n a t o r i e s .4 9 T h e re are similar protections for parties whose terr i t o ry is being visited by a fact-finding

team, including the right to object to any individual’s membership on the team (again drawn from a 

p re - a p p roved list of expert s ) .

These agreements may be adapted as models for climate change verification in some circ u m-

stances, although the verification of emissions estimations does not lend itself in most cases to the

inspection of facilities or other tangible targets. Where re c o rds, data, and relevant tangible assets are

widely diffuse, the cost of such an approach (including the cost of maintaining and dispatching trained

inspection personnel, along with the transaction costs to the Party subject to inspection) could be 

p rohibitive. That, coupled with its implications for a system largely built on cooperation and good faith,

suggest it should be used as a supplement and not a principal strategy.
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Tr a n s p a rency and Openness

Compliance verification may be promoted by making compliance data publicly available on a

routine basis at a national level. While this may be complemented by mechanisms developed for intern a-

tional observers or participants, domestic organizations can play a more direct role in monitoring and 

verification on a routine basis. This will not only facilitate compliance assessment by Parties, but also

allow independent verification by interested international and non-governmental organizations, where

a p p ropriate. Such public re p o rting systems have provided benefits in the past, at both national and inter-

national levels, by providing political attention necessary to correct problems, or as a basis for inform e d

consumer choices favoring countries and entities with strong compliance re c o rds. In the mid-1990s, for

example, Indonesia’s Environmental Impact and Management Agency (BAPEDAL) established a color 

rating system called the Program for Pollution Control Evaluation and Rating (PROPER) that translated

e n v i ronmental compliance into a series of color codes designed to set companies with strong compliance

re c o rds apart from those consistently falling behind. BAPEDAL assigned and publicized color codes on t h e

basis of self-re p o rted industrial compliance data. The publicity surrounding these designations was cre d-

ited with driving poor perf o rmers to compliance without the threat of additional government sanction.5 0

Another example can be found in an instrument used in the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

to monitor members’ commercial policies, whereby every two years WTO staff members carry out a “trade

policy review” and release it after consultations with the govern m e n t .5 1 A similar instrument is used by 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to monitor members’ policies, in the form of what are known as

“ A rticle IV consultations,” the results of which are now released to the public with authorization from 

the govern m e n t .5 2

In some cases, Parties may also consider opening deliberative or adjudicative processes to citiz e n

input. Citizen groups could be allowed to provide independent data or express concern about specific

compliance questions. An example of the latter is the NAFTA citizen submission process, described in Box 2.

Although the Protocol does not specifically create such a process for compliance purposes,5 3 P a rties could

adapt the model on a regional basis, either formally or inform a l l y, or it could be considered as a possible

f u t u re supplement to the Protocol. The NAFTA citizen submission process was itself created in a side

a g reement, and experience with the process to date suggests that it has been relatively effective as a

non-adversarial means to highlight and address domestic enforcement concern s .

Tr a n s p a rency may also be achieved through coordinating bodies formed on a sub-regional basis

that can oversee verification eff o rts and offer technical assistance. This could include regional economic
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integration organizations, such as the European Union, that will seek to meet commitments collectively,

or regional cooperative bodies formed for purposes that may be consistent with promoting climate change

compliance, such as the NAFTA Commission on Environmental Cooperation or the Association of South

East Asian Nations (ASEAN). It could also include any group of Parties that will be jointly using the

Kyoto Mechanisms. These bodies can provide peer review within a regional context that may be more eff i-

cient, and perhaps less threatening, than relying solely on an international system.5 6

Independent Study and Ve r i f i c a t i o n

Compliance verification can also be advanced through “literature reviews” of independent data

sets compiled by independent, credible sources. The Protocol contemplates expert review committees to

examine annual submissions, and these committees could use relevant data in key sectors to verify

underlying elements of national re p o rts. 

As a 1998 OECD Information Paper on climate change compliance pointed out, “[I]t is unlikely

that technical verification of the final estimates would be feasible, but it is possible to include verifica-

tion of main assumptions through corroboration with independent sources of inform a t i o n . ”5 7 The OECD

Paper identifies organizations such as the International Energy Agency, the United Nations, Eurostat 

(the Statistical Office of the European Communities), the Economic Commission for Europe, and the F o o d

and Agriculture Organization, as well as local or regional organizations and the OECD itself as re l ev a n t

s o u rces of independent statistics. To this list could be added a range of non-governmental org a n i z a t i o n s

that gather and maintain credible and reliable data.

+
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A successful model of citizen integration is found in

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), where

the trading partners established a citizen submission

p rocess to address concerns over domestic enviro n m e n t a l

e n f o rcement. Under the submission process, citizen gro u p s

f rom any of the parties may make a submission to the Nort h

American Commission on Environmental Cooperation (CEC)

alleging that a party is failing to enforce effectively its

environmental laws.5 4 The CEC Secretariat is empowered 

to investigate submissions and make re p o rts to the

Commissioners with findings and recommendations for 

f u rther action. There are procedural safeguards for the

N A F TA parties, in that submissions cannot be considere d

w h e re a controversy is already the subject of administrative

or judicial action in the relevant country (these actions can

even be commenced after a claim is filed to stop furt h e r

e x t e rnal scrutiny). While the process lacks “teeth” in that

any real follow-up is left to the discretion of the party that

allegedly failed in enforcement, it exposes otherwise inter-

nal enforcement concerns to the light of an intern a t i o n a l

f o rum, and brings substantial publicity and pre s s u re to 

bear on pro b l e m s .5 5

Box 2  

Citizens as International Monitors —
the NAFTA Model
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W h e re these data are comparable to those re p o rted in annual re p o rts (or can serve as proxies or

collateral indicators of data re p o rted in annual reviews), compliance can be independently checked. At

the least, the noting of clear inconsistencies may lead to further scrutiny or adjustments.

R e d u n d a n c y

W h e rever possible, data should be collected from diff e rent sources, and through complementary

institutions, as a safeguard to assure accuracy. This could include data provided directly by Parties, or

t h rough non-governmental or independent sources. An example of this can be found in the compliance

p rovisions of the Marine Pollution Prevention Convention (MARPOL 73/78), which permit the collection

of compliance data re g a rding the waste disposal practices of ships by the flag state (where a ship is re g-

i s t e red) as well as port states or coastal states where a ship may harbor or transit.5 8 Because compliance

with waste disposal provisions of MARPOL must largely be monitored indire c t l y, the redundant inspection

rights that permit any competent authority to review equipment and waste disposal logs are essential.

Redundancy raises the prospect of conflicting jurisdiction and ineff i c i e n c y, but multiple verifica-

tion systems do not necessarily breed confusion and inconsistency. Where systems provide jurisdictional

clarity and promote harmony in re p o rting obligations and formats, conflict can be avoided and multiple

data sources and institutions can work in tandem to produce more certain re s u l t s .

Consequence-Based Deterre n c e

Many national compliance systems that re q u i re re g u l a t o ry targets to re p o rt on their own 

p e rf o rmance also impose penalties for false re p o rting. Although some distinction can be made 

between deliberately misleading and honest mistakes, the onus to collect and re p o rt accurate data, 

and to identify failings, often falls on the party bound to comply.

False re p o rting can also be actively discouraged at the international level to help assure the

integrity of the monitoring and verification system. Where a supportive system is created, deterrents m i g h t

include measures that would suspend financial support or compliance extensions, and could also aff e c t

ability to use the Kyoto Mechanisms. While some would argue that these measures should not be withh e l d

f rom those who are falling behind, it may be more appropriate to re s e rve limited re s o u rces and privileges

for those who are willing to admit their dilemma, rather than hide it. This would aff i rmatively pro m o t e

accuracy in re p o rting, and allow compliance problems to be more easily addressed and corrected. In

addition, once a problem is identified, future eff o rts to hide or manipulate data would be more diff i c u l t .
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I V. Pa r t i c i p a t i o n

W hile the ext ent of nat i on al par t i c ip at i on in an int er n at i on al agre e-

ment is not ty p i c al ly ident ified as a compl i ance is sue, a strong argument can

be made that me an i n gful compl i ance with gl ob al cl i m ate change comm i tments

c an only be achi eved where there is broad par t i c ip at i on by the Par t i es. This is

p a rticularly true of the Kyoto Protocol Annex B commitments, where success is defined as an aggre g a t e

average of emissions reductions. The Protocol, almost by definition, cannot be effective if only a handful

of states accept and observe its conditions.

Political theorists have recognized that the failure of states to cooperate through intern a t i o n a l

a g reement — termed “defection” from an accord — can result from a failure to comply or a failure to

p a rticipate. In a 1996 article, George Downs and his colleagues analyzed causes for state defection fro m

i n t e rnational agreements that are equally applicable to non-compliance and non-part i c i p a t i o n .5 9 In e s s e n c e ,

the same factors that might lead a state to breach its international obligations may also lead it to avoid

those obligations in the first place.

M o re re c e n t l y, Scott Barrett advanced a theory of international cooperation arguing that non-

c o mpliance and non-participation, while distinct, “are related problems and should be analyzed jointly.” 6 0

B a rre t t ’s argument may have particularly currency in the climate change context, where states are decid-

ing whether to accede to the Kyoto Protocol even as they design its compliance regime. In the midst of

this process, his advice seems apt:

[W]hile countries might be compelled…to comply with the agreements they sign up to,

t h e re does not exist an international norm that re q u i res that states b e signatories to a

cooperative agreement. Indeed, the essence of sovereignty is that states are free to 

p a rticipate in treaties or not as they please.6 1

P a rticipants in the design of the Pro t o c o l ’s compliance regime may be served by attention to this

principle. The compliance framework can influence not only decisions to comply, but also decisions to

p a rticipate in the Pro t o c o l .
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A. The Importance of Participation

Broad par t i c ip at i on may not be critical to all int er n at i on al accords , an d

much dep en ds on the nat ure and obj e c t ive of the agre ement . The UN Convention 

on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and the Convention on Biological Diversity,6 3 for example, have seen

p ro g ress despite the notable failure of some countries, including the United States, to ratify. 

But pro g ress has been partial under these agreements — and largely based on factors that may

not be relevant in the context of climate change. One of those factors, for example, is the tendency of

n o n - p a rticipants, including the United States, to embrace many important elements of the agre e m e n t s

outside the strictures of the accord (either through national law or as a matter of international custom).

This may be seen as de facto, if not de jure p a rticipation — and both are of considerable importance 

in international law, where custom and practice are often defining elements of the law. Yet the critical

component of the Protocol, a national commitment to specific GHG emissions reductions, is less 

s u s c e ptible to coincidental policy or de facto adoption or perf o rmance. The Kyoto Protocol is itself 

evidence of this as its framers placed a strong emphasis on cooperation, mutual eff o rt, and trading 

systems that will increase the efficacy and minimize the cost of the deliberate steps that must be

taken to reduce GHG emissions.

The Biodiversity Convention and UNCLOS also differ in addressing concerns that, while global in

n a t u re, are amenable to measurable pro g ress at a local or regional level. The Biodiversity Convention, for

example, has led to national inventories of biological re s o u rces, national species, and habitat pro t e c t i o n

p rograms, and considerable international investment in national planning and conservation through, for

example, the Global Environment Facility.6 4 S i m i l a r l y, UNCLOS has helped define maritime boundaries

for signatories, and has led to the negotiation of an agreement relating to conservation and management

of highly migratory and straddling fish stocks6 5 — a concern that can be crucial in some regional fisheries. 

The Kyoto Protocol, however, goes beyond partial or regional solutions, and while Annex B

re d u ction commitments among Parties do vary, they were negotiated to achieve an aggregate overall 

goal. Unlike environmental concerns where local action can improve local conditions, climate change

impacts are global but brought on by local practice .6 6 E u rope, for example, could not forge ahead 

s e p a r a t e l y, and hope to claim victory in protecting its “own” climate.
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Thus, broad participation in climate change commitments is critical in large part because of the

n a t u re of the problem. If participation is lacking, a smaller group of states would be forced to shoulder

additional reductions or abandon their larger goal.

B road participation is also important because concerns over the economic and social impact of

both climate change and mitigation options may lead to defection. Parties may defect if they perceive t h a t

the cost of domestic implementation could put their businesses at a competitive disadvantage to t h o s e

operating in states that choose not to participate. Thus, the failure of Annex I countries to part i c i p a t e

may produce a “domino effect” leading to widespread defection if Parties fear they will bear an unre as o n-

able burden in relative isolation.

Of course, real participation by Parties acting in good faith is also a critical concern. While this

issue will largely be dealt with through the compliance regime crafted by the Parties (that is to say, once

a Party decides to participate, the measure of its perf o rmance is subject to the compliance regime d e s i g n e d

under the Protocol), some care should be taken when devising mechanisms to promote part i c i p a t i o n .

H o w e v e r, inducements to participate should not benefit states wishing to receive the re w a rds of the 

system without sharing its burd e n s .

B. Promoting Participation

In his pap er on full coop erat i on , Barret t ’s an alysis of st ate behav i or

using the the ory of rep e ated games leads him to con clude that coop erat i on

d ep en ds on “whether the pay offs are of a magnitude that make the thre at to

pun ish dev i at i ons from full coop erat i on cre dibl e.” 6 7 This emphasis on payoff and 

punishment is important, and it may hold a key to promoting participation in the Kyoto Pro t o c o l .

At first glance, punishing non-participation seems impossible because states that choose not 

to participate have not subjected themselves to the compliance provisions of the accord. Punishment

may be an option, however, where participants are able to access valuable, non-public “goods,” and non-

p a rticipants are deprived of access to those goods.6 8 In the parlance of the carrot and stick, the stick i s

withholding the carrot. Where the agreement becomes a pre f e rred, if not exclusive, means of obtaining a

good, the non-participating state would face a loss. This is a measurable loss that can be avoided only by

joining the agreement. The choice is no longer between benefit and no benefit, but is now between bene-

fit and cost. Failure to participate does not have a neutral result, but in fact results in punishment.
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This approach was taken with some success in the Montreal Pro t o c o l ,6 9 w h e re Article 4 specifi-

cally re q u i res that parties to the Protocol “shall ban the import of the controlled substances in Annex A

f rom any state not party to this Protocol.” In that case, the good was the ability to market Annex A ozone

depleting substances intern a t i o n a l l y. States producing Annex A substances that failed to join the Pro t o c o l

(and accept its increasingly stringent limits on production) lost their external markets for the pro d u c t .

The only solution was to accede to the agreement: join the “club” and accept its ru l e s .7 0

The Convention on the International Trade of Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES)7 1

also creates a system of trade, subject to strict limitations, only among parties. Similarly, the Basel

C o n v e n t i o n7 2 p rohibits parties from granting export rights for hazardous wastes to a non-part y, absent a

separate bilateral, multilateral, or regional agre e m e n t .

The Kyoto Protocol creates a trading regime with access limitations, through the mechanisms 

of Articles 6, 12, and 17. These “Kyoto Mechanisms” may boost compliance by making the regime more

e fficient and cost-effective, and they may also boost participation among states where the marginal cost

of compliance is sufficiently reduced to make participation feasible. This will discourage “free-riding” by

n o n - p a rticipating states that benefit in the long term from a global climate change mitigation system.

The impact of the Mechanisms as a means of promoting participation thus cannot be discounted.

At the same time, the goods traded under the Kyoto Protocol are valuable principally to states

complying with the Protocol, and have no immediate inherent value to a regime outsider (unlike M o n t re a l ’s

Annex A substances, CITES’ exotic species, or even Basel’s wastes). While compliance costs may be a m e-

liorated by participants through the Kyoto Mechanisms, the goods created by the Mechanisms lack value

outside the regime. Thus, restricting market access cannot be used to punish non-participation by

m a king it inherently costly.

A future climate regime might be designed to apply the lessons from Montreal, CITES, and Basel

in this re g a rd, creating a unique and exclusive market, available only to participants, for relevant and

i n h e rently valuable goods.7 3 Some of the more exotic GHG-producing substances (such as hydro f l u o ro c a r-

bons, perf l o u rocarbons, and sulfur hexafouride) might be treated as goods in this manner, although their

relative impact on climate change has been historically small. An eff o rt to restrict access to fossil fuels

— the principal source of GHG emissions — would be more problematic. 
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Without an explicit and exclusive market of this type, the Parties are left with the framework

established in the Kyoto Protocol to promote participation — along with more traditional public aware-

ness, political, and diplomatic eff o rts. Yet the design of a compliance regime under the Protocol does

p resent options for promoting participation. These options depend upon the application of some of the

same principles discussed above in the context of national compliance systems — most notably balance,

f l e x i b i l i t y, and cooperation.

B a l a n c e

If the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol can design a compliance system that is fair and balanced 

in its approach to breach — one that emphasizes cooperation and support while maintaining a cre d i b l e

t h reat of sanction for persistent or egregious violations — this may in itself encourage part i c i p a t i o n .

S u p p o rtive compliance models must be understood to go beyond those that merely promote implementa-

tion to those that encourage participation. While the former is fundamental, the latter may have an added

benefit of attracting Parties that are uncertain about their ability to meet targets. 

The reticence to make a firm commitment may be overcome by a compliance system that

emphasizes positive measures even where the country initially fails to comply. Technical cooperation or

technical assistance funds that reduce the cost of compliance can be a line of first response for part i e s

out of compliance that have acted in good faith. This type of “re w a rd” for participation and good faith

e ff o rt, which attaches even should that eff o rt fall short, may provide a powerful incentive for part i c i p a-

tion by states that hesitate for technical rather than political re a s o n s .7 4

At the same time, a credible threat of sanction (held, in essence, as a tool to punish persistent

or egregious violations) may also encourage participation by bringing a sense of fairness to the system,

and reassuring states that their eff o rts will not be subverted by free-riding non-participants or those par-

ticipating solely to benefit from trade provisions without an intent to pursue the agreement in good faith.

C e rtainly the threat of cheating by treaty counterparts, real or perceived, has prevented states from enteri n g

i n t e rnational agreements in the past. For example, the U.S. Senate refused to approve the C o m p re h e n s i v e

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty at least in part because some members feared that there would be “cheating” by

other part i e s .7 5
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Achieving a balance between soft and hard approaches as part of a fair and credible compliance

regime may thus be as important to promoting participation as it is to achieving compliance among

P a rties that have chosen to part i c i p a t e .

F l e x i b i l i t y

The Kyoto Protocol already promotes flexibility by allowing Parties to choose how they will meet

GHG emissions reduction goals. This may also be a critical factor in promoting participation. Parties that

a re free to choose implementation policies are more likely to participate because they can take the path

that they perceive is most cost-effective, while still maintaining national sovere i g n t y.

The same flexibility may be critical in the compliance context, where Parties might be allowed to

select cost-effective options to remedy cases of compliance failure, depending on their national circ u m-

stances. This may re q u i re an institutional stru c t u re that is capable of adjusting to the particular needs of

a Part y, and a framework or institution that is adept at both an enforcement and a supportive role. 

Some care should be taken to act within agreed boundaries, and to apply specific guidelines to

design an outcome in any given case, in order to avoid concerns about inequity or corruption. In addition,

as discussed in the section on national compliance tools, Parties may prefer approaches that are more

automatic in some circ u m s t a n c e s .

C o o p e r a t i o n

The availability of cooperative mechanisms for compliance, particularly in cases where a Party is

facing difficulties in meeting its targets, may be a significant incentive for a state to enter into the clim a t e

change regime. The Kyoto Protocol and the Framework Convention contemplate the use of these mecha-

nisms, including information exchange, technology transfer, and technical support. A technical complia n c e

fund, administered for example through the Global Environment Facility (GEF), could re s e rve money for

states participating in the Kyoto Protocol that need support to meet their target. While a relatively small

number of Annex I states are GEF eligible, some consideration could be given to expanding eligibility w h e re

it relates to climate change commitments, or to creating a supplemental fund with broader eligibility

c r it e r i a .7 6 In those cases where the perceived technical, political, or economic burden of compliance may
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discourage participation, the promise of a supportive and cooperative compliance regime can help

n e utralize concerns and promote participation. 

In some cases, offering cooperation (such as technology transfer) only to Parties participating 

in the Protocol may create a good that is otherwise unavailable to non-participants. Although care would

need to be taken to avoid running afoul of World Trade Organization rules on non-tariff trade barriers, 

the creation of an exclusive market for technology or other economically important goods solely among

P a rties could substantially enhance the desirability of participation in the Kyoto Protocol and future

a g reements under the Framework Convention.
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V. Conclusions

T he behav i oral change ne c es sary to re duce gre enh ouse gas em is si ons

and comb at gl ob al cl i m ate change will in some cases be motiv ated by rew ards ,

and in others by the potent i al for pun ishment . While legal systems vary in relying on 

one or another of these models, there is a growing trend toward building frameworks that incorporate

both re w a rds and punishments — soft and hard mechanisms — to motivate behavior consistent with

public policy. This trend toward seeking a balance may be critical in achieving meaningful comp l i a n c e

with climate change commitments.

National systems that can achieve this balance will encourage cost-effective practices in a sup-

p o rtive re g u l a t o ry environment even while setting minimum expectations that establish a baseline for

p ro g ress. While the nature of the balance and the specific tools applied on either end of the scale will

v a ry by national interest, tradition, needs, and priorities, there seems little doubt that a full range of

tools will be re q u i red to promote compliance at a national level.

W h e re national compliance systems can be complemented, coordinated, and integrated with

i n t e rnational systems, results are likely to be even stro n g e r. National governments acting within re l e v a n t

economic, political, and legal contexts can take more targeted steps to address climate change concern s

— even with some degree of international cooperation. States exercising their sovereignty are also more

capable of claiming jurisdiction over relevant entities where necessary to compel attention to policy

choices. As the re p o rt outlines, there are a range of compliance options available to national and sub-

national governments that can be applied effectively in the context of climate change.

Domestic laws and institutions will also play a critical role in building an effective monitoring

and verification system under circumstances where emissions must be estimated and domestic imple-

mentation strategies vary gre a t l y. Given the range of implementation options and the technical complexity

of estimating GHG emissions reductions, integrating national systems and institutions will speed pro c e-

d u res, strengthen the credibility of estimations, and minimize sovereignty concerns. The re p o rt outlines
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the importance of adapting national pro c e d u res and institutions to the verification of climate change

compliance, and emphasizing international cooperation, integration, transpare n c y, independent study,

re d u n d a n c y, and consequence-based deterrence to promote a cost-effective and reliable system.

F i n a l l y, meaningful compliance must be taken to mean broad participation, and not just the

a d h e rence of a handful of Parties to the commitments embodied in the Kyoto Protocol. The success of

the Protocol will depend on an aggregate average of emission reductions, and it cannot be effective if

only a handful of states accept and observe its conditions. Because climate change is a global concern

that calls for global solutions, any meaningful system should seek to encourage participation even as it

discourages non-compliance.

The re p o rt highlights the importance of balance, flexibility, and cooperation to encourage part i c i-

pation, and describes instances where these principles have been applied in other relevant intern a t i o n a l

a g reements. It also outlines how the Kyoto Protocol is already designed, in part, to promote part i c i p a t i o n

t h rough cooperative measures and market-based trading mechanisms, but argues that attention might be

given to further measures — systems of both re w a rd and sanction — that can boost participation in the

P rotocol and future agre e m e n t s .

In sum, Parties must look to their own domestic compliance systems, and work to stre n g t h e n

those systems even as they debate the international regime that will measure and promote national per-

f o rmance. The international regime will be considerably strengthened where it is a supplement to, and

not a substitute for, national compliance systems. It will also benefit from credible monitoring and verifi-

cation that is linked to national systems, and from eff o rts to encourage participation from the bro a d e s t

possible range of Parties. Without these steps, meaningful compliance cannot be achieved. And without

meaningful compliance, global climate change commitments will be little more than wish lists.
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1. All Parties shall (Article 4.1): 

(a.) Prepare national emissions inventory.

(b.) Develop programs containing measures to mitigate 

climate change, including:

•  Addressing sources;

•  Addressing removals by sinks; and

•  Facilitating adaptation.

(c.) Develop and transfer technologies, 

practices, and processes.

(d.) Promote sustainable management of sinks.

(e.) Cooperate in preparing for adaptation.

(f.) Take climate change into account in national 

economic and social policy.

(g.) Conduct research, systematic observation, and data 

collection.

(h.) Exchange scientific, technical, and legal information.

(i.) Promote education, training, awareness, and 

public participation.

(j.) Communicate to secretariat.

2. Annex I Parties shall (Article 4.2):

(a.) Adopt national policies and take corresponding 

measures on the mitigation of climate change by:

•  Limiting emissions and

•  Enhancing sinks and reservoirs.

(b.) Coordinate economic and administrative instruments 

developed to achieve Convention objective, and identify 

policies and practices that lead to emissions.

Developed Country Parties Shall (Article 4.3 - 4.5):

3. Provide new financial resources to help developing 

countries meet costs.

4. Assist developing countries vulnerable to climate 

change effects.

5. Promote, facilitate, and finance technology transfer.

Special Considerations (Article 4.6 - 4.10):

6. Allow flexibility for Newly Independent States.

7. Recognize that developing countries’ performance 

is linked to support.

8. Give full consideration to “special needs” countries 

(including those most prone to climate change 

effects and those dependent on fossil fuel income).

9. Take account of special needs of least developed 

countries. 

10. Take into consideration economies vulnerable 

to climate change effects.

Table A-1

Framework Convention Commitments Article 4
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Table A-2

Kyoto Prot o c ol    C o m p l i a n c e - Relevant Provisions

Article Subject Compliance Relevance

3.1 Emission Reduction This provision creates a legally-binding numeric target for Annex B 

Commitment Protocol signatories to meet.

4 Meeting  This provision allows Annex I Parties to meet commitments jointly under 

Commitments Jointly agreed terms. If the Parties fail to meet their aggregate emissions 

reduction, their responsibility shifts to their agreed levels.

5 Emission and  Requires that Annex I Parties have in place, on or before January 1, 2007, 

Removal Estimation a “national system” for estimating anthropogenic emissions and removals 

by sinks of GHGs. Methodologies for estimation are to be accepted by the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and agreed by COP.

7 Emission Reporting Requires that annual emission/removal inventories incorporate “necessary

supplementary information for the purposes of ensuring compliance with 

Article 3,” and that communications under Article 12 of the Convention 

incorporate supplementary information “necessary to demonstrate compliance.”

8 Emission Review Expert review teams composed of experts chosen through nominations by 

the Parties will review information submitted under Article 7, and provide 

a “comprehensive technical assessment of all aspects of the implementation 

by a Party” and a separate report to the COP/MOP “identifying any potential 

problems in, and factors influencing, the fulfillment of commitments.”

6, 12, & 17 Kyoto Mechanisms Three new ways to achieve compliance with Article 3.1 numeric

reduction commitments. Article 6 allows the transfer of emission reduction units

between Annex I Parties implementing projects jointly, Article 12 establishes a

“clean development mechanism” that allows Parties to obtain certified emission

reductions from projects in non-Annex I countries, and Article 17 allows 

emissions trading between Annex B Parties. 

13.4 COP/MOP Enables COP/MOP to keep implementation under “regular review” and to 

Implementation Review make decisions “necessary to promote its effective implementation.”

18 Consequences The first COP/MOP will approve “appropriate and effective procedures and 

mechanisms to determine and to address cases of non-compliance,” including 

an “indicative list of consequences.” Any procedures or mechanisms “entailing

binding consequences” must be adopted as amendments to the Protocol.
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